


The Indian Constitution is neither rigid nor flexible, but a

judicious mix of both. Article 368 of the Indian constitution

provides for 2 types of amendments.

(i) It requires a special majority of the Parliament, that is

twothird majority of the members of each House present

and voting, and that majority has to be more than 50%

of the total membership of each House.

(ii) Some provisions can be amended by a special majority

of parliament with ratification by half of the total states.

(iii) Some provisions can be amended by a simple majority

of the parliament, as any ordinary law is made.

4.      QUASI FEDERALISM

Article one of the Indian Constitution defines India as a ‘Union

of States’. This can be given two explanations.  The Indian

Federation is not a result of an agreement by the states; nor

can the states secede from the union.

Though the word ‘federation’ is used nowhere in the

constitution, the constitution provides for a Federal system

of governance – the coexistence of the Centre and the States,

with specific division of powers. The traits of federalism are

two governments, division of powers, written constitution,

supremacy of the constitution, its rigidity, independent

judiciary and bicameralism. The American Constitution, on

the other hand provides for absolute separation of power.

The unitary traits of the Indian constitution are – a strong

centre, single constitutin, single citizenship, flexibility of the

constitution, integrated judiciary, appointment of Central

representatives (governors) to the state and emergency

provisions.

5.     PARLIAMENTARY FORM OF GOVERNMENT

There are two types of democracies. The American

presidential form and the British parliamentary form. We



follow the British parliamentary form of government. The

parliamentary system follows the doctrine of cooperation of

powers between the legislative and executive arm of the

government. It is called the ‘wheel within the wheel concept’

– the inner wheel of the executive is carved out of the larger

wheel, the legislature. In the parliamentary form of

government, the executive is responsible to the parliament.

In India, the Union executive is responsible to the Lok Sabha,

where the directly elected members of parliament sit.

The Indian parliament is not sovereign, while the British

parliament is. In Britain the Prime Minister, the head of the

government is only ‘the first among the equals’. But, in India,

the office of the Prime Minister, stands out.

 6. INDEPENDENCE OF JUDICIARY

The supreme court of India is the apex court of the country.

Below it comes the High Courts, at the state level. Under the

High courts, come the subordinate courts, which are made

up by the District Courts and the subordinate courts. The

same judicial systems enforces both the central as well as

the state laws..

But in USA, the Federal Courts enforce federal laws and the

state laws are enforced by the State courts.

COMBINATION OF SOVEREIGNTY OF PARLIAMENT

AND JUDICIAL SUPREMACY

Indian parliament is not sovereign. The constitutionality of

any law passed by the Indian parliament is subject to judicial

scrutiny. The Supreme Court can declare any law passed by

the parliament as unconstitutional through the power of

‘judicial review’. The parliament can amend any part of the

Constitution, except its ‘basic features’.
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 8. INDEPENDENT JUDICIARY

Indian Courts are not –subordinate to either the legislature

or the executive. Broadly, the judiciary can be classified into

the Higher Judiciary and the Lower Judiciary. The Higher

Judiciary includes the Supreme Court of India and the High

Courts. The Lower Judiciary comprises the District Courts and

the Subordinate courts. The supreme court of India is the

apex court of the country and has panIndia jurisdiction. The

Supreme Court of India is the highest court of appeal. The

Supreme Court and High courts are having both ‘original law

making’ capacity and are courts of appeal too.

9.  OTHER FEATURES

A. Fundamental Rights

B. Directive Principles of State Policy which we shall discuss

in upcoming chapter in detail.

10. FUNDAMENTAL DUTIES

The Fundamental Duties were incorporated in the

Constitution through the Constitution Amendment Act of

1976. They are included in the Part IV of the constitution

through Art. 51A. There are 11 fundamental duties

1. To respect the constitution, national flag and national

anthem.

2. To protect sovereignty, unity and integrity of the country;

to promote the spirit of common brotherhood amongst all

people etc.

11. SECULARISM

India is a secular country, having no ‘official religion’. We know

that Pakistan is an Islamic state, Israel is a Jewish state. But

India is a secular country that treats and respects every

religion equally.



12. UNIVERSAL ADULT FRANCHISE

Every citizen who is not less than 18 years of age has the

right to vote. Originally it was 21 years. But through the 61st

Constitution Amendment Act of 1988, voting age was

reduced to 18.

13. SINGLE CITIZENSHIP

Indians have only one citizenship. We all are Indian citizens.

It means to say that the citizenship is a matter of the national

government and the states cannot confer citizenship.

14. EMERGENCY PROVISIONS

Imposition of emergency, or liquidation of a popularly elected

state government is something unthinkable in USA. But, the

Indian constitution provides for three types of emergency,

which we shall discuss in later in upcoming chapters.

15. THREETIER GOVERNMENT

We had a twotier federal structure, the Centre and the State

governments. But, with the 73rd and 74th Constitution

Amendment Acts, the third layer of governments were

incorporated at the lowest rungs. We may discuss them in

details, later.


